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1. Introduction. The conjugacy problem was formulated by Dehn in 1912 for

finitely presented groups [1]. The question was whether it can be effectively

determined for such a group when two elements are conjugate. This general

question was answered in the negative by Novikov in 1954 [6J. But it is still of

interest to determine whether the problem is solvable for particular finitely

presented groups.

More recently the relation between finitely presented groups and other coun-

table groups has become more fully understood due to the work of Higman [2].

He proved that a finitely generated group can be embedded in a finitely presen-

ted group if iand only if) it has a recursively enumerable set of defining rela-

tions. In such a case, Higman called the group recursively presented with respect

to the particular set of generators x,,---, xm of the group. A finitely generated

group G can be written as gp(x,, ■ ■ ■, xm ; r,, ■ ■ ■ ) where the rjs lie in the free group

F on x, ,•••, xm and where G = F/R with R the normal subgroup of F generated

by the rjs and their conjugates. The elements of such a free group F may be

effectively enumerated by considering the lengths of the elements written as

words in x,,--,xm and arranging elements according to length with the lexi-

cographic ordering by subscipt used for words of the same length. A subset of

F such as {r,, r2, ■■■ } is then said to be recursively enumerable if there is some

effective enumeration of F with r, the/(i)th element of F for a recursive function/

Such functions can be computed for each integer i and for any integer n it can be

determined whether there is an i such that/(¿) = n. (For a complete discussion of

recursive functions, the reader is referred to [3].) Because of Higman's work, we

see that recursively presented groups are actually as well presented as the finitely

presented groups. We may then speak of the conjugacy problem for particular

groups of this type also. Let us say that a group G is of "class #" if it is recursive-

ly presented and has a solvable conjugacy problem for the given presentation.

Thus the class 'if actually represents a class of presentations of groups rather

than of groups per se.

The free groups of finite rank and the finitely generated free Abelian groups

are of class e€. This suggests that it might be worthwhile to investigate the con-
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jugacy problem for certain relatively free groups, that is for groups free in some

variety. In particular, we might look at the product variety of two Abelian varieties.

This brings us to the question of whether the finitely generated free metabelian

groups, groups which are recursively presented, are of class fé\ The main result

of this paper is the proof of the following:

Theorem A. Finitely generated free metabelian groups are of class cß.

In view of the close connection between product varieties and wreath products

and also because of the seeming intractability of approaching the conjugacy

problem directly in such a free metabelian group M, we shall make use of the

known effective embedding of M in a wreath product of two free Abelian groups

[7], [4]. Our procedure for proving Theorem A will be the following:

First, in §2, we give a construction of the wreath product of two recursively

presented groups, noting that this wreath product is itself recursively presented

in the case that the original groups are both of class <€.

Next, using arguments similar to those of Peter Neumann [5], we prove in §3

the following:

Theorem B. The (restricted) wreath product W' = A wr B of two nontrivial groups

of classais itself of class # if and only if the group B has a solvable power problem.

Here we understand by the solution of the power problem in the recursively

presented group B the ability to decide for any two elements x and y in B whether

there exists an integer n such that y = x".

Finally, in §4, we make use of a mapping e of the finitely generated free meta-

belian group M onto a subgroup Me = M of a wreath product W of class if and

prove the following :

Theorem C. Two elements x and y in M are conjugate in M if and only if

their images xe and ye are conjugate in W.

2. Preliminaries. Given two elements g and h in a group G, we denote by

[g,h] the commutator g~1h~1gh. Let A be a group and S a nonempty set;

we define the Cartesian power As as {/|/: S-*A}. If / and g lie in .4s, then

so does fg and for all s in S we have fg(s) = fis)gis). If B is a group of per-

mutations on S, jB is isomorphic to a group of automorphisms of As. For b in

B and / in ,4s, let fb denote the image of / under the automorphism corre-

sponding to b, then /*(s) = /(s* ) for all s in S. We write sb ' for the image under

b~l of s. Let W be the splitting extension of A s by the group B so that

W = {ib,f)\beB,feAs} were we define multiplication in W by (ft,/)(c,g)

= (ftc,/eg) for b and c in B and / and g in As. Let 1 denote the element of ,4s,

such that l(s) = 1 in A for all s in S. Then {(b, 1)} for b in jB is a subgroup of W

isomorphic to B and we shall identify it with B. Similarly {(1,/)} with / in ,4s

shall be identified with As. Then As is normal in W and complemented by B.
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Elements of W thus factorize uniquely as products of the form bf with b in B

and / in As. The automorphisms of As induced by b in B are the restrictions

to ,4s of the inner automorphisms of W induced by transformation by b. We

obtain the unrestricted or standard wreath product A^NrB of A by B when we

take the set S as B itself and the action of B given by multiplication on the right

so that for / in AB and b in B, f is given in terms of / by the relation

fbiß)=fißb~1). We obtain the restricted wreath product W = Av/rB with

which we shall be concerned in this paper by considering the direct product

Aw rather than the Cartesian product AB. We denote by cr(/) the support of /,

that is {fteß|/(ft)^ 1}. We may label the coordinate subgroups of K by the

elements of B so that if b e B, Ab is {feK\f(ß) = 1 ii ß ¥= b}; that is

Ab = {feK\oif) c {b}}. There is a natural isomorphism vb:Ab-+A given by

0»(/) = fib) for all / in A„.

Consider now two recursively presented groups A and B, then:

W = A v/rB = gpia„a2,---,am, b„b2,---,bn\r(a„ —,aj) = 1 for r in R,

tib,,---,bj) = 1 for t in T,

and \wib„---,bkj~1apwib„---,bk),aq] = 1

for all ap and aq and all w such that wib,,--- ftt)#l)

where R and T are the sets of relators of the groups A and B resp. Thus W itself

is recursively presented in the case that A is Abelian or that B has a solvable word

problem (in which case the words wib,,---,bk) which are nontrivial elements of B

may be effectively enumerated). This is certainly true if A and B are of classa.

Clearly the solvability of the conjugacy problem in B is necessary for the solvability

of the conjugacy problem in W = ,4wrß (or in any splitting extension of an arbitrary

group K by the group B) since the existence of an element z in W of the form dh

such that zx = yz with x = bf and y = eg implies that db = cd in B. The necessity

of the solvability of the conjugacy problem in A for its solvability in W follows

from the fact that two elements / and g in K = A(B) such that aif) and oig) are

both equal to {b} for some bin B are conjugate in W if and only if f'b) and gib)

are conjugate in A.

3. The conjugacy problem in restricted wreath products.

3.1. Outline of the proof of Theorem B. We recall that Theorem B states that the

wreath product W = AwrB of two nontrivial groups of class ^ is itself of class #

if and only if the group B has a solvable power problem. The proof of this theorem

consist of a reduction of the conjugacy problem in W to conjugacy poblems in

A and B. In order to accomplish this reduction, we shall use mappings of K = A(B)

into A. Given any element b in B, let T = {t¡} be a particular set of coset repre-

sentatives for gpib) in B. We associate with T classes of maps {n\y)} for each y

in B as follows:
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n<j>íf) =

JV-l

[  fih^y'1)    for b of finite order N

00

[   fihb'y1)    for ft of infinite order.
J = -00

We note that these products are always finite ones since K is a direct rather than a

Cartesian product. For simplicitywe shall write nt for n¡' ' where 1 is the identity in B.

Two elements x = ft/ and y = eg in W are conjugate if and only if there exists

an element z of the form dh in Wsuch that zx = yz. Here ft, c, and d lie in ß and

/, g, and /z lie in K. The relation zx=yz in Wis equivalent to the pair of relations

db = cd inB anà gd = h^h'^m. K.

3.2. Lemma. Let W=Av/rB and let ft and d in B and f, g, and h in

K = Aw be such that gd=hbfh ~\ Then for all cosest representatives i, in

Tand all integers m and n with n ^ 0, we have:

(3.2.1) I\g(tlbJd-1) = hitlbm-1)
- m + n n

U.fitibJ)\h-litlbm+").
. j =m J

Proof. By hypothesis, we have for any integer; that :

g\tibJ) = gitibJd-1) = *(l,t'-1)/(f,*/)ft-1(f,&').

The lemma then follows upon taking the product over j.

3.3 Corollary. Let x = bf, y = eg, and z = dhin W = AwrB be such that

zx = yz. Then, if ft is of finite order N, njd\g) is conjugate in A to 7t¡(/)

for all i.

Proof. We need only set m =0 and n = N — 1 in line (3.2.1) and apply the

definitions of the functions n¡ and n\d) .

3.4. Corollary. Let x = bf, y = eg and z = dh in W = ,4wrB be suchvhat

zx = yz. Then, if ft is of infinite order, nf\g) is equal in A to it ¡if) for alii.

Proof. Since K is a direct product, there exists for any i a pair of integers

M and N with N §: 0 such that :

M+N M+N

nid\g)=  {I giufd-1) md  ni(J)=    Uf(tibJ).
j=M j=M

Thus it follows from (3.2.1) that n¡d) (g) = h^ô""1) nifth'1 (í¡ftM+JV). But

/i(í¡ftM-1) and hít¡bM+N) must be the identity in A for otherwise applications

(3.2.1) with m = M — fe, n = N + k and with m = M, n = JV + fc for all in-

tegers fe ̂  0 would yield the contradiction that hiß) is different from 1 for infinitely

many ß in B.

3.5. Proposition.  Two elements x = bf and y = eg of W = Av/rB are conju-
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gate in W where ft is of infinite order if and only if there exists an element d

in B such that for all i:

(1) db = cd in B,

(2) n¡;d\g) is equal ton¡íf) in B.

Proof. Since x and y are conjugate in W if and only if there is a z in W oí

the form dh such that zx = yz, the necessity of (3.5.1) follows from Corollary 3.4.

Assume then that (3.5.1) holds for some d. We construct h so that for z = dh

we have zx = yz as follows : Set

hiubk) = n gihbw1)} \ n auv)}
jik J        fiait J

(for all integers fc and í¡ in T).

3.6. Proposition. Two elements x = bf and y = eg of W = Av/rB are con-

jugate in W where ft is of finite order N if and only if there exists an element d

in B such that for alii:

(3.6.1) (1)   db=cdinB>

(2)   n\d\g) is conjugate to ntif) in A.

Proof. The necessity of (3.6.1) follows easily from Corollary 3.3. Assume

then that (3.6.1) holds and let at be such that n¡d\g) = ainiif)aj' '. We construct

h so that for z = dh we have zx — yz as follows: Set

(for all tt in T and fc = 0,1, ••• N - 1).

It is now a simple matter to prove Theorem B.

3.7. Theorem B. The wreath product W = Av/rB of two nontrivial groups

of class ^ is itself of class *€ if and only if the group B has a solvable power

problem.

Proof of necessity. Let b and c be elements of B and let a in A be different from

the identity. Define the element fc in K = AB as follows :

for ß - 1,

for ß - c,

otherwise.-ir
Then ft is conjugate in W to ftfc if c is a power of ft in B.

Proof of sufficiency. Assume now that A and B are both of class <£ and  that
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B has a solvable power problem. Given any two elements x = bf and y = eg in

W, we must show that it is possible to decide in a finite number of steps whether

there is a d in B such that the appropriate pair of relations (3.5.1) or (3.6.1)

holds. We exhibit an algorithm for this as follows :

Step I. We use the fact that B is of class # to decide whether there is a d in B

such that db = cd. If no such d exists, then x and y are not conjugate in W. If

such d exists, we proceed to

Step II. Since B has a solvable power problem we can determine the order of

ft in B. We may also partition the support <r(/) into equivalence classes in such

a way that two elements of <r(/) lie in the same equivalence class if and only if

they lie in the same left coset of gp(ft) in B. For these cosets we chose a correspon-

ding finite set of representatives {tj}.

Case il), g — 1. Then x is conjugate to y = c if and only if all 7r¡(/) = 1.

This is clearly decidable.

Case (2). g^ 1 but all n¡jf) = 1. In this case x and y are conjugate if and only

if all n\d\g) = 1. Since, by Step I, we have assumed that there exists a d in B such

that db = cd, we have for all i: gitibJd~1)= g(tid~lci) with j an arbitrary

integer. We now show that it can be decided whether all nf\g) = 1 using only

the existence of a d in B such that <ift = cd. Just as we partitioned <r(/) using

left cosets of gp(ft) in B, we may we may partition o~(g) using left cosets of gpic)

in B. Then we construct maps ñ¡ with ñ¡(g) = njg(s¡cj) for s¡ in a set «S of coset

representatives of gp(c) in B. Here again j runs from 0 through N — 1 if ft (and

thus also c) is of order N and from — oo to oo otherwise. One such set S consists of

{(¡¿T"1} for a fixed d. But the product in ñ¡ is 1 for one set 5 if and only if it is 1

for all sets, since changing S only results in a cyclic permutation of the factors in

the product. Thus x and y are conjugate if and only if all ñ¡(g) = 1 and there

exists an element d in B such that db = cd.

Case (3). g#l and some n¡íf) # 1. Let fe be a fixed integer such that nk(J) j= 1.

In order for there to exist a d in B such that each n¡íf) is equal to (resp. conju-

gate to) the corresponding n\d\g), there must in particular be a d in B such that

nkd)is) is different from 1. Thus also there is an integer n such that gitkb"d~l)

is different from 1. Let <r(g) = {ß,, ß2, ■•■, ßm}. To determine whether x and y are

conjugate in W, we need only test for d = ßj1tkb",--- ,ß~1tkb"v/hetherdb = cd

and n[d\g) equals (resp. is conjugate to) n¡íf) for all i. This testing process may

possibly be shortened by observing that if d, = d2b' for some integer r then

d,b = cd, if and only if d2b = cd2 and 7t-'/,)(g) equals (is conjugate to) 7t,(/) if

and only if n\dl) ig) equals (is conjugate to) n¡íf).

We note that, in the case that A and B are both free Abelian groups of finite

rank, W = ^IwrB is of class "^.

4.   The conjugacy problem in finitely generated free metabelian groups. Let M be

the free metabelian group freely generated by {x,, ■■■,xn} with n finite. Thus M
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is an isomorphic copy of an absolutely free group F of rank n by its second derived

group F": M £ F ¡F". It follows from theorems of Smel'kin and Magnus that, if

A = gpiai>---,an\ [a¡,aj] = 1 for all i and j = l, — ,n)

and

B = gpib,, ■■■, b„ | [ft;, bj] = 1  for all i and ; = 1, •••, n)

are free Abelian groups of rank n, then W = Av/rB contains a copy M of M.

Indeed M is generated by the elements m¡ = b¡f¡ in If where the ft in K = A(B) are

defined by :

i a¡ for ß = b¡ with ¡' = 1, •••,«,

I 1 otherwise

4.1. Outline of the proof of Theorem C. We recall that Theorem C states that

two elements x and y in M are conjugate in M if and only if their images xe and

ye are conjugate in W. We shall now identify M with the embedded group and

write x and y for the images in W. The proof of the theorem naturally breaks up

into two parts. First we prove by Proposition 4.2 that two elements of M', the

derived group of M, are conjugate in M if and only if they are conjugate in W.

For the second part of the proof we deal with elements outside M' and show that

if there is an element zinW such that zx = yz with x and y in M but not in M ' then

z must lie in M. In order to accomplish this, we need to look more closely at the

position of M' in W.

Wis a splitting extension of K = AiB)by an Abelian group B and thus W <= K

and so also M' e K. Because A too is Abelian, ißf)~lkißf) = ß~\ß for all

ß in B and all/and fe in K. Since in addition MK = W, any element w in If may

be written in the form m\'---ml"k with fc in K for some set of integers v,,---,vn;

thus w lies in M if and only if fe lies in M'. By means of Lemmas 4.6 through 4.8,

we shall be able to show that if kk~b lies in M' where fe is in K and where ft # 1

in B then fc is itself in M'. Once we have this, Theorem C follows quite easily.

4.2. Proposition. Given any group W with an Abelian normal subgroup

K and a subgroup M such that M generates W modulo K, that is such that

MK = W, then two elements x and y in M r\ K are conjugate in M if and only

if they are conjugate in W.

Proof. Since M is a subgroup of W, we need only show that if x and y in

M O K are conjugate in Wthen they are conjugate in M itself. By the assumption

of conjugate in W, there is an element w in Woi the form mk with m in M and fe

in K such that y = (mfe)-1 x(mk). Thus k~l(m~lxm)k — y. But K is normal

in W and so m~1xm lies in K. Furthermore K is Abelian and thus m~1xm = y

or x and y are conjugate in M.

An immediate consequence of this proposition is the following:
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4.3. Corollary. If W = AwrB where A and B are free Abelian groups of

rank n, then two elements of M' are conjugate in M, the embedded free metabe-

lian group, if and only if they are conjugate in W.

The transform in M of the commutators [m¡,mj] with i>j generate M'.

Let [m¡, mj] be denoted by d¡j. It then follows that :

a¡ for ß = bj,

aj~! for ß = b¡,

du(ß) = 1
a¡aj for ß = bibj,

. 1 otherwise.

In order to test whether an element fe in K lies in M', we shall need mappings of K

into A similar to those used for more general wreath products in §3. Any element in

the free Abelian group B may be written in a unique normal form as b[l •••&„"" for

some set of integers p„---,p„. We introduce in B equivalence relations e¡ for each

integer I with 1 ^ / ^ n as follows: ß, = ftí11 ••• ft£"'lies in the same e,-equivalence

class as ß2 = &f "••■ bfj"1 if ph is equal to pl2 for all i ;£ /. We partition B into such

equivalence classes s£¡) for any fixed integer I with 1 ^ / ¿ n. The mappings

we shall need are the mappings n^l) defined by n^'\f) = Y[ß<s sva)fiß)- These

maps are then uniquely determined since the group A is Abelian.

4.4. Definition. An element a of the free Abelian group A generated by {a„- ■ -, an)

will be said to be "free of a „ ■■■,a," if, in its canonical representation a = all---aln,

7i=V2 = "- = 7¡ = 0.
4.5. Definition. An element fein K= ^(B)will be said to be "free of a„--,a¡"

if k(ß) is free of a,, ■■■,al for all ß in B.

4.6. Lemma. Let m in M' be a word in the transforms of only those dtJ with

i >j ^ I for some fixed integer I ^ 1. Then n^l\m) is free of a„ ---^¡for all u.

Proof. From the definitions of the elements dtj, it is obvious that m is free

of au ••■,aJ_1. Only dit can involve at and for any u these occurrences of a, cancel

in n^Xm).

4.7. Lemma. Let k in K be free of a„---,a¡-, for some fixed I ¡¡J 1. Then if

«i"(fc) is free of a,,--,al-, and a¡for all u, there exists an element m in M'

ifree of a„---,a¡-,) such that km'1 is free of a„ ---¡a,.

Proof. We begin with a series of reductions which enable us to look at only

those k which are of a very simple form. Since transformation by the element

mï'"-mn" is equivalent to transformation by the element b,l---bl", we may

look at a transform of fc rather than fc itself. It is enough to prove the lemma when

o-(fc) <= s<n for some u. We thus assume that cr(fc) is actually {ß„ß2,---,ßr} where

each ßp = ft/ftr+V^' •" K"w iorp = 1, —,r and where ßp < ßp+1. Next we write
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fc  as  a  product  gh   where  for  k(ß) = a¡" af+j-'-a^" we set g(/?) = a/"and

h(ß) = at"j.^i--- al," . We need only prove the lemma for g.

The element g in K may itself be written as the product gi(1) ■■• gl-j^ where

if g(ßp) = offset:
'a, for  ß = ßp,

■i
g Piß) = a,

1

for  ß = ßp+1,

otherwise,

with xip) = Ml) + ai(2) + - + Kp).
We need only consider one such element say f in K denned by :

fiß) = aj

1

for  ß = b,,

for  ß=blbV+\l-K\

otherwise.

A further simplification is accomplished by writing / as a product /f-/„-i

with:

a, for ß = blbV+\i-bV+y.

-i
fi+jiß) = at ror   p — o¡ol+,     ol+j ol+j+,,

1 otherwise,

for j = 0,1, —,B — I — 1.

By setting /equal to some particular fl+j, s = / +j + 1, r = <rJ+7-+1, and

ft> = &R.W+V- Wy. we flave:

/(/0 = 1:
for j8 = Mo.

for  yS = ft,j30&s with r > 0,

otherwise.

Finally setting /equal to the product f0f, •■•fr-, where

a, for fi = bfi0bl„

fiiß)=     ■ of1     for ß = b,ßoK+1,

. 1 otherwise,

we prove the lemma by associating with each f¡ the transform of ds>( by (/?0i>s)~1.

4.8. Lemma. Let k in K and ft = ft*1 ••• by„n in B with not all of y„---,y¡ = 0 be

such that for t = kk~b the product n?^it) is free of a,,---,alfor all u. Then nll\k)

is free of a„---,alfor all \).

Proof. Assume the lemma to be false. Then there exists a particular n such that
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^(fc) = "I1 ■■■an" with not all of p„p2,---,pl = 0. Associated with this product,

there is then an equivalence class S^ that intersects cr(fe) nontrivially. Let us

denote this class by S. Then, since n{vl)it) is free of a„ •■■,at, the set Sb defined as

{ß'eß\ß' — ßb for ß in S} also intersects o-(fc) nontrivially. For if the product

of fc taken over the set Sb is a\l ••• anEn we would have e¡ = — p¡ for all i ^ /. Thus,

for infinitely many j, the sets Sbj must intersect <r(fc) nontrivially. This contradicts

the fact that fc lies in a direct product K. The lemma thus follows.

4.9. Corollary. If m is a word in M' in the transforms of only those d¡jwith

i> j^.1 and if kk~b = m where ft in B equals the product b\i"-b'an with not all

ofy,,---,yi = 0, then n^\k) is free ofa,,---,at.

Proof. By Lemma 4.6 we know that n^(m) is free of a„ •••,al for all u. Thus

we need only apply Lemma 4.7.

4.10. Theorem C. Two elements x and y in M are conjugate in M if and

only if their images xe and ye are conjugate in W.

Proof. We may assume that M itself is embedded in W. Let x be of the form

ft/ in W, y of the form eg in W, then we need only prove that if x and y are con-

jugate in W they are conjugate within the subgroup M itself. Using the solution

of the conjugacy problem in wreath products and the algorithm presented in §3,

we have for x and y conjugate in W that b is conjugate to c in B. But B is Abelian

and thus ft is equal to c.

Case (1). ft = 1. In this case x = / and y — g lie in MC\K. But M n K is

just M' and so by Corollary 4.3 if x and y are conjugate in W, then they are con-

jugate in M itself.

Case (2). ft ̂  1. In this case x = ft/ and y = bg where ft = ft/1-- ft*" with

some y¡ different from 0. By renumbering the elements fo¡ of B, if necessary, we

may assume that y, # 0. By hypothesis there is a z in W of the form dh such that

zx = yz. We now write the elements x, y, and z as ml1--- ml"r, m\1--- ml"s and

m",1 ■-■ m"nnk respectively in W = MK. Here r and s lie in M' and fc lies in K.

Our aim then is to prove that fc lies in M'. For simplicity of notation we write

x = qr, y = qs, and z = pfc.

Writing out the identity zx = yz, we have pkqr = qspk or that pqkqr= qpspk.

But then pqkbr = qpsdk and we obtain the relation:

(4.10.1) kk~b = lp,q]rs~d.

But [p,q]rs~d fies in M' and thus fck "^ must also lie in M'. Let now t = kk~b.

Then, by Lemma 4.6 applied for 1 = 1, we have ^'(f) free of a,. Thus by

Lemma 4.8 n^\k) is also free of a,. Therefore, by Lemma 4.7, there exists an

element m in M' such that km'1 is free of a,. But since m is in M', so

m~b = m~q. Dividing through by mm~b in the relation (4.10.1), we obtain the

relation:
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(4.10.1)' (fcm^Xfcm-1)-6 = [p,q]rs~\mm-by1.

Setting k, = km-1 we proceed in exactly the same manner to obtain an element

m, in M' such that k,mjv is free of both a, and a2. A simple induction argument

provides us at the (« — l)st stage with an expression for fc as a product of elements

in M'. Thus k is in M' and the theorem is proved in this case also.

4.11. Theorem A. Finitely generated free metabelian groups are of class'tf.

Proof. We have only to combine Theorems B and C.
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